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Executive Summary

More than 4% of the American workforce identifies as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT). Approximately 328,000 of these workers live in Florida. Florida does not have a statewide law that prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity in employment.

This report summarizes recent evidence of sexual orientation and gender identity employment discrimination, explains the limited current protections from sexual orientation and gender identity employment discrimination in Florida, and estimates the administrative impact of passing a law prohibiting employment discrimination based on these characteristics in the state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>328,000</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>81%</th>
<th>73%</th>
<th>54%</th>
<th>154</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of LGBT Workers</td>
<td>Income Disparity between Straight and Gay Male Workers</td>
<td>Transgender Workers Reporting Workplace Discrimination</td>
<td>Public Support for LGBT Workplace Protections</td>
<td>Workforce Covered by LGBT-Inclusive Local Non-Discrimination Laws</td>
<td>Estimated New Complaints if LGBT Protections are Added to State Laws</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Same-sex couples per 1,000 households, by Census tract (adjusted) |
| Discrimination experienced by transgender workers in Florida¹ |

Harassed or Mistreated: 81%
Not Hired: 46%
Lost a Job: 36%
Denied a Promotion: 29%
Key findings of this report include:

- In total there are approximately 552,500 LGBT adults in Florida, including nearly 328,000 who are part of Florida’s workforce.²
- Media reports and lawsuits document incidents of sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination against employees in Florida. These include reports from a city manager, school employees, a lab technician, a hospital employee, an airline employee, and several employees in the service and hospitality sector.
- A recent survey in Florida reflects discrimination and negative attitudes toward LGBT people in the workplace. A 2010 University of North Florida survey found that 63% of LGBT faculty and staff reported that they had experienced at least one incident of bias or harassment on campus because of their sexual orientation or gender identity.
- When transgender people are surveyed separately, they report similar or higher levels of discrimination. For example, in response to a national 2010 survey, 81% of transgender people from Florida reported having experienced harassment or mistreatment at work, and 56% reported that they were fired, not hired, or denied a promotion because of their gender identity or expression.
- National surveys also confirm that discrimination against LGBT workers persists. Most recently, a 2013 Pew Research Center survey found that 21% of LGBT respondents reported that they had been treated unfairly by an employer in hiring, pay, or promotions.
- Census data show that in Florida, the median income of men in same-sex couples is 10% lower than men in different sex marriages.
- At least 31 Florida counties and municipalities provide protection from sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination in employment by local ordinance.
- Approximately 46% of Florida’s workforce is not covered by a local ordinance that prohibits sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination in employment.³
- Private companies may adopt internal non-discrimination policies to improve recruitment and retention of talented employees, to increase employee productivity and customer satisfaction, or to attract a larger customer base. Twenty-five Fortune 1000 companies headquartered in Florida prohibit discrimination in employment based on sexual orientation, and fourteen Fortune 1000 companies headquartered in Florida have gender identity non-discrimination policies.
- Public opinion in Florida supports the passage of legal protections from workplace discrimination for LGBT people. A 2013 survey conducted in Florida found that 73% of respondents supported passage of the Competitive Workforce Act, legislation that would have added protections from sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination to existing state law. In addition, other polls find that 80% of Florida residents think that LGBT people experience a moderate amount to a lot of discrimination in the state.
- Adding sexual orientation and gender identity to the state’s current non-discrimination law would result in approximately 154 additional complaints being filed with the Florida Commission on Human Relations each year.
Because annual fluctuations in the number of discrimination complaints filed with the Florida Commission on Human Relations have varied from 36 to 2,120 complaints over the past five years, with no corresponding variation in the Commission’s budget, the anticipated new complaints based on sexual orientation and gender identity could likely be absorbed into the existing system with no need for additional staff and negligible costs.

Evidence of Discrimination

Survey Data and Specific Examples of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Discrimination in Florida

Research shows the existence of widespread and continuing discrimination against LGBT workers in the U.S. In response to surveys, LGBT workers consistently report having experienced discrimination, and non-LGBT people often report having witnessed discrimination against their LGBT co-workers. For example, a national survey conducted by Pew Research Center in 2013 found that 21% of LGBT respondents reported that they had been treated unfairly by an employer in hiring, pay, or promotions. Additionally, the nationally representative 2008 General Social Survey found that 37% of gay men and lesbians reported that they had experienced workplace harassment in the last five years, and 12% had lost a job because of their sexual orientation. As recently as 2010, 78% of respondents to the largest survey of transgender people to date reported having experienced harassment or mistreatment at work, and 47% reported having been discriminated against in hiring, promotion, or job retention because of their gender identity.

Similar statistics have been found in surveys of LGBT individuals in Florida. In response to a 2010 campus climate survey, 63% of LGBT faculty and staff at the University of North Florida reported that they had experienced at least one incident of bias or harassment on campus because of their actual or perceived sexual orientation and/or gender identity/expression. Further, nearly 70% of the LGBT faculty and staff believed that being LGBT would lessen an employee’s chances of promotion.

Additionally, in response to the national survey of transgender people, a significant number of transgender respondents from Florida reported experiencing adverse treatment at work because of their gender identity or gender expression. More specifically, 81% of the respondents from Florida reported experiencing harassment or mistreatment at work, 36% reported losing a job, 29% reported being denied a promotion, and 46% reported not being hired.

Employment discrimination against LGBT people has also been documented in court cases, state and local administrative complaints, complaints to community-based organizations, academic journals, newspapers, books, and other media. Additionally, a number of federal, state, and local administrative agencies and legislative bodies have acknowledged that LGBT people have faced widespread discrimination in employment.
Several recent instances of employment discrimination against LGBT people in Florida have been documented in the media, court cases, and reports to legal organizations:

- In April 2014, a customer in a restaurant in Orlando allegedly mocked a gay manager’s accent, which the customer perceived as stereotypically “gay,” called the manager a “faggot” and a “homosexual,” and accused the manager of having AIDS. The manager stated that after he spoke back to the customer, the customer started throwing food at him. The manager called the police, and the customer falsely accused him of attacking her. The customer then sued the restaurant. The manager was subsequently fired. A straight manager at the same restaurant had previously gotten into a physical fight with a customer and was not fired or reprimanded.  

- In February 2012, a gay man working for an airline in Tallahassee was fired by his manager the day after he made a complaint to Human Resources about the manager constantly referring to him as “the homo” and “Tinkerbell.”

- In the fall of 2012, a transgender hotel worker in Orlando, who had worked at the hotel for fourteen years, was told by her manager, after she transitioned from male to female, that the hotel might not have any work for her. She continued to perform her work even after the manager’s comment. She reported that other employees and supervisors repeatedly used incorrect gender pronouns when referring to her, and her manager told her not to use the guest restroom and required her to get permission to use the employee restroom for extended periods of time.

- In August 2011, an employee who worked at the same company as her same-sex partner changed her emergency contact information to indicate that they were living together. Shortly thereafter, the employee was demoted with no explanation and with no record of discipline or negative feedback about her work. Additionally, the employee stated that after her contract information change, a company executive called her “sir” in a deliberately disrespectful way during a conference call.

- In June 2011, an openly lesbian employee at a public school reported being insulted and humiliated for being a lesbian and for looking “like a man.” According to the employee, one co-worker told her he would treat her like a man since she looks like one.

- In May 2011, a transgender woman who worked on a contract basis as a technician at a lab in Hernando County reported that she was passed over for a full-time position at the lab, and subsequently fired from her contract, when she applied for the full-time position using her preferred name and gender. The firing came after she had been praised as an ethical and diligent worker, and after her supervisor had sent her information about permanent job openings at the lab and encouraged her to apply. She stated that her supervisor called her an “embarrassment” because of her gender identity.
• In October 2010, a transgender restaurant manager in Jacksonville stated that HR had determined she was not allowed to use the women's bathroom due to a complaint by another employee.\(^{17}\)

• In October 2010, a gay hospital employee who was not generally “out” at work reported that he was confronted by a colleague and asked, “How long have you had that homosexual lisp?” According to the employee, another colleague told him he was “the most boring gay person [he knew].” Two days after complaining to his manager of the harassment, he got an email saying his work was being audited, and he worried the manager was building a case to discharge him.\(^{18}\)

• In 2007, the City Manager of Key Largo, Florida, was fired after she announced that she planned to undergo gender transition.\(^{19}\) The city commissioner who introduced the resolution to fire the manager claimed that her decision led to a lack of trust, respect and confidence among residence in Largo.\(^{20}\)

**Wage Inequity**

Census data show that men in same-sex couples in Florida earn less than men married to different-sex partners. On average, men in same-sex couples in Florida earn $38,095 each year, significantly less than the $46,680 for men married to different-sex partners.\(^{21}\) The median income of men in same-sex couples in Florida is $30,000, 10% less than that of married men ($33,200).\(^{22}\) Men with same-sex partners earn lower wages, despite the fact that they are more likely to have a college degree than men married to different-sex partners,\(^{23}\) a comparison that supports the possibility that people in same-sex couples are not treated equally by employers. A 2009 study indicated that the wage gap for gay men is smaller in states that implement non-discrimination laws, suggesting that such laws reduce discrimination against LGBT people.\(^{24}\)

Women in same-sex couples earn less than married men as well as men in same-sex couples.\(^{25}\) Women in same-sex couples in Florida earn an average of $30,241 per year (with a median of $25,000), which is more than married women, whose earnings average $25,374 (with a median of $20,100).\(^{26}\)

These findings are not unique to Florida. Analyses of national data consistently find that men in same-sex couples and gay men earn 10-32% less than similarly qualified men who are married to different-sex partners, or men who identify as heterosexual.\(^{27}\) Surveys of transgender people find that they have high rates of unemployment and very low earnings.\(^{28}\)
Current Protections from Discrimination

Florida does not have a statewide law that prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity in employment. However, efforts have been made to pass such a law in Florida since 2007. The most recent bills, S.B. 348 and H.B. 239, each died in committee in early May 2014. Those bills would have prohibited employment discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity by adding the characteristics to the existing employment non-discrimination statute, the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992.

Several localities, universities, and private corporations in Florida have adopted local ordinances and internal policies that prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in employment.

The Florida Civil Rights Act

Currently, the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 ("FCRA") prohibits employment discrimination by most employers with fifteen or more employees on the bases of race, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, and marital status. The FCRA applies to both public sector and private sector employers. It exempts religious organizations from coverage insofar as such organizations may give employment preference to “individuals of a particular religion to perform work connected with the carrying on by the [religious organization] of its various activities.”

The Florida Commission on Human Relations enforces the FCRA. The Commission has the power to receive, initiate, investigate, conciliate, hold hearings on, and act upon complaints alleging discriminatory practice, as well as research discriminatory conduct in Florida more broadly. An employee must file a case with the Commission within 365 days after the discriminatory practice occurred.

In fiscal year 2013, the Commission received 1,298 new cases of employment discrimination, resulting in 1,218 resolutions. The Commission also does intake and mediations regarding claims of housing discrimination, public accommodation discrimination, and whistle-blower retaliation, although the vast majority of the claims the Commission handles pertain to employment discrimination.

Local-Level Protections from Discrimination

At least 31 counties and municipalities in Florida have adopted ordinances that prohibit employment discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. Approximately 46% of Florida’s workforce is not covered by a local ordinance that prohibits sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination in employment.
Private Company and University Non-Discrimination Policies

Private companies adopt internal policies prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity for a variety of reasons including improved recruitment and retention of talented employees, increasing employee productivity and customer satisfaction, and attracting a larger customer base.\textsuperscript{43} One study of corporate motivations behind adopting workplace non-discrimination policies found that 53% of the top companies in the U.S. with LGBT-supportive policies had adopted the policies for economic reasons.\textsuperscript{44}

Academic research has found that LGBT-supportive corporate policies are linked to positive business-related outcomes, including greater job commitment, improved workplace relationships, increased job satisfaction, and improved health outcomes among LGBT employees.\textsuperscript{45} For example, a 2006 national poll found that 89% of LGBT respondents and 72% of non-LGBT respondents reported that when deciding where to work, it was important that an employer have a written non-discrimination policy that includes race, ethnicity, sex, religion, age, sexual orientation and disability.\textsuperscript{46} Research also suggests that employers limit their available talent pool by screening out applicants based on their sexual orientation. One study found that the rate of screening out gay male applicants was twice as high in regions without sexual orientation non-discrimination laws.\textsuperscript{47}

Additionally, LGBT-supportive workplace policies can expand opportunities to secure potentially lucrative government contracts for corporate employers. A 2011 study found that 68 local governments had laws requiring contractors to have LGBT-inclusive non-discrimination policies.\textsuperscript{48} A number of states have similar laws that apply to state government contracts.\textsuperscript{49} Without such policies, companies would not be eligible to bid for contracts with these state and local governments.

Many of Florida’s top companies and employers have adopted internal corporate policies that prohibit sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination. According to the Human Rights Campaign, at least 70 companies headquartered in Florida prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation, including 25 Fortune 1000 companies.\textsuperscript{50} Twenty-three companies headquartered in Florida have gender identity non-discrimination policies, including fourteen Fortune 1000 companies.\textsuperscript{51} Additionally, many public universities include sexual orientation and gender identity/expression in their non-discrimination policies, including the University of Florida, Florida State University, the University of Central Florida, and the University of South Florida.\textsuperscript{52}

In addition to internal policies, at least one business has taken into account area non-discrimination laws when choosing to relocate business operations. In a letter to The Florida Times-Union, attorney Marianna Smith noted how the CEO of a multi-million dollar company, for which Smith sits on the board, decided against relocating operations to Jacksonville, Florida, after the city council voted down a non-discrimination ordinance meant to protect citizens from sexual orientation discrimination. After the vote against the anti-discrimination ordinance, the CEO decided to look for cities more willing to adopt non-discrimination provisions to relocate the company’s operations.\textsuperscript{53}
Public Opinion

Public opinion in Florida supports the passage of non-discrimination protections for LGBT people. An opinion survey conducted in 2013 found strong support for state-level legal protections from employment discrimination for LGBT people. In response to the poll, 73% of respondents said they supported passage of the Competitive Workforce Act, legislation that would have added protections from sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination to the existing state non-discrimination law. Similarly, 78% of Florida respondents to a 2011 national poll said that Congress should pass a federal law to prohibit employment discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

In addition, public opinion data indicate that Florida residents perceive the state as unfriendly to LGBT people. Aggregated data from two large public opinion polls found that 80% of Florida residents think that LGBT people experience a moderate amount to a lot of discrimination in the state.

Administrative Impact

Complaint Estimate

Despite the persistence and pervasiveness of employment discrimination against LGBT people, studies show that enforcing sexual orientation and gender identity provisions in non-discrimination laws has only a minimal burden on state agencies. Complaints of sexual orientation discrimination are filed by LGBT people at approximately the same rate as complaints of race and sex discrimination are filed by people of color and women, respectively. However, because the LGBT population is so small, the absolute number of sexual orientation and gender identity complaints filed under state non-discrimination laws is very low.

We estimate that approximately 154 complaints of sexual orientation or gender identity discrimination would be filed with the Florida Commission on Human Relations each year. To reach this estimate, we drew on Gallup polling data and Census data from Florida to estimate the size of the LGBT workforce in the state, and applied a national sexual orientation and gender identity complaint rate to that population. We have previously used this methodology to estimate the number of complaints that would be filed on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity in other states, including South Carolina, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, and West Virginia.

Results from a 2012 Gallup poll show that 3.5% of people in Florida identify as LGBT. Applying this percentage to the number of people in Florida's workforce (9,357,917) indicates that there are 327,527 LGBT workers in Florida.

Next, we applied the rate of complaints filed on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity to the number of LGBT workers in Florida to determine how many complaints will be filed annually if these characteristics are added to the employment non-discrimination law. We used the national average complaint rate from a 2008 study that analyzed administrative complaint data from 17 states that...
prohibited sexual orientation discrimination at that time. The study found that across these states, the average rate of complaints filed on the basis of sexual orientation was 4.7 per 10,000 LGB workers. There is not sufficient data to make a similar calculation of the average rate of complaints file on the basis of gender identity. Therefore, we assume that this rate is also 4.7 per 10,000 transgender workers.

Applying the national complaint rate (4.7 per 10,000 LGBT workers) to the number of LGBT workers in Florida (327,527) suggests that 154 complaints of sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination would be filed annually if these characteristics were added to the state’s employment non-discrimination law.

**Cost of Enforcement**

Available data suggest that the additional 154 complaints could be absorbed into the Commission’s exiting budget with minimal impact on staff and resources. According to the Commission’s five most recent annual reports (2009 through 2013), the Commission received an annual average of 1,877 complaints of discrimination in employment, housing, public accommodations, and whistle-blower complaints. The annual reports do not provide enough data to determine the cost of enforcement per complaint, so it is not possible to precisely estimate any added expense associated with the additional 154 complaints.

However, the data suggest that the additional complaints would have a minimal impact on the Commission. Annual fluctuations in the number of complaints filed with the Commission have varied from 36 to 2,120 complaints over the five fiscal year periods from 2009 through 2013. Over this time period, the Commission’s budget varied from $3,881,248 to $5,013,681. Changes in the budget did not correspond to fluctuations in the number of complaints filed. For example, there was an increase of 1,702 complaints handled by the Commission from fiscal year 2009 to fiscal year 2010, yet the Commission’s 2010 budget was $675,997 less than its 2009 budget. This information suggests that the additional complaints could be absorbed into the existing budget with minimal impact on the Commission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Number of Complaints Handled</th>
<th>Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td>$4,003,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1,575</td>
<td>$3,881,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1,221</td>
<td>$4,355,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3,341</td>
<td>$4,337,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1,639</td>
<td>$5,013,681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

Documented evidence shows that LGBT people face employment discrimination across the country, including in Florida. There is currently no statewide law that prohibits employment discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity in Florida. Adding these characteristics to the Florida Civil Rights Act would provide protection from discrimination to approximately 328,000 LGBT workers in the state. Based on data from other state administrative enforcement agencies, we estimate that approximately 154 complaints of sexual orientation or gender identity employment discrimination would be filed in Florida annually if the law were amended. Given fluctuations in the annual budget and the number of complaints filed, it is likely that the additional 154 complaints would have no noticeable impact on the Commission’s budget.
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